Cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases (PDEs) constitute a family of enzymes that degrade cAMP and cGMP. Intracellular cyclic nucleotide levels increase in response to extracellular stimulation by hormones, neurotransmitters, or growth factors and are downregulated through hydrolysis catalyzed by PDEs, which are therefore candidate therapeutic targets. cAMP is a second messenger implicated in learning, memory, and mood, and cGMP modulates nervous system processes that are controlled by the nitric oxide (NO)͞cGMP pathway. To investigate an association between genes encoding PDEs and susceptibility to major depressive disorder (MDD), we genotyped SNPs in 21 genes of this superfamily in 284 depressed Mexican Americans who participated in a prospective, double-blind, pharmacogenetic study of antidepressant response, and 331 matched controls. Polymorphisms in PDE9A and PDE11A were found to be associated with the diagnosis of MDD. Our data are also suggestive of the association between SNPs in other PDE genes and MDD. Remission on antidepressants was significantly associated with polymorphisms in PDE1A and PDE11A. Thus, we found significant associations with both the diagnosis of MDD and remission in response to antidepressants with SNPs in the PDE11A gene. We show here that PDE11A haplotype GAACC is significantly associated with MDD. We conclude that PDE11A has a role in the pathophysiology of MDD. This study identifies a potential CNS role for the PDE11 family. The hypothesis that drugs affecting PDE function, particularly cGMP-related PDEs, represent a treatment strategy for major depression should therefore be tested.
gene association ͉ pharmacogenetics ͉ cGMP ͉ SNP ͉ Mexican American E leven different phosphodiesterase (PDE1-11; see Table 1 ) families have already been identified based on their substrate specificities, kinetic properties, allosteric regulators, inhibitor sensitivities, and amino acid sequences (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . Within each family, several genes and splice variants have been recognized (2, 11) . Each family and members within a family exhibit distinct tissue and subcellular patterns (1, 3-5, 8, 9, 12) . The hydrolysis of cAMP and cGMP are controlled by multiple PDEs, and they influence numerous pharmacological processes, including mediation of inflammation, ion channel function, muscle contraction, learning, differentiation, apoptosis, lipogenesis, glycogenolysis, and gluconeogenesis (13) .
As regulators of the ubiquitous second messengers cAMP and cGMP, PDEs modulate the transduction of various extracellular signals through the activation of cell-surface receptors. Intracellular concentrations of cyclic nucleotides increase and activate their target enzymes, which are PKA and PKG. These protein kinases are responsible for the phosphorylation of a number of substrates, such as ion channels, contractile proteins and transcription factors. In this manner, PDEs regulate key cellular functions and have fundamental and pharmacological interest: they have been acknowledged as important drug targets for the treatment of disparate diseases, such as congestive heart disease, depression, asthma, inflammation, and erectile dysfunction (14) (15) (16) (17) .
The PDE enzymes can be classified by their substrate (Table  1) , whether cAMP-specific, cGMP-specific, or dual substrate (cAMP and cGMP) (14, 18, 19) . The regulatory N terminus of these enzymes has considerable variation and includes regions that autoinhibit the catalytic domains and regions that control subcellular localization (20, 21) . The N terminus may include a calmodulin-binding protein (PDE1), cGMP-binding sites (PDE2), phosphorylation sites for several protein kinases (PDE1-5), and a transducin-binding domain (PDE6).
The intense interest in PDE expression and activity during the last decade has advanced the understanding that in the brain, where regulation of second-messenger signaling is very complex, virtually all PDEs are expressed at high levels; their differential expression patterns and subcellular distributions are relevant to cell-to-cell communications and modulation of neuronal activity 2A  cAMP͞cGMP  5  PDE3  3A  cAMP͞cGMP  2  PDE4  4A, 4B, 4C, 4D  cAMP  21  PDE5  5A  cGMP  1  PDE6  6A, 6C, 6D, 6G  cGMP  8  PDE7  7A, 7B  cAMP  6  PDE8  8A, 8B  cAMP  5  PDE9  9A  cGMP  4  PDE10  10A  cAMP͞cGMP  10  PDE11  11A  cAMP͞cGMP  5  Total  21 78 (22) . Several lines of investigation suggest that PDE4, a cAMPspecific enzyme, should be considered a prime target for therapeutic intervention in a range of CNS disorders, including depression and impaired cognition (23) (24) (25) . The selective inhibitor of PDE4 rolipram has been shown to produce antidepressant-like and memory-enhancing effects in animals (23, (25) (26) (27) . Behavioral phenotype and pharmacological data of knockout mice support the concept that PDE4D might be involved in the mediation of depressive symptoms and antidepressant response (28) . Major depressive disorder (MDD) is one of the most common psychiatric disorders; both environmental and genetic factors contribute to its etiology. Heritability of MDD is estimated at 0.36 -0.7 based on twin studies (29 -35) . The specific genetic substrates, precipitating environmental factors, and predictors of treatment response have not yet been elucidated. The multitude of cellular responses modulated by PDEs and the strong suggestion of a potential role of PDE4 in MDD support our main hypothesis that the PDE family is a strong candidate system for susceptibility to MDD. We genotyped SNPs in 21 genes encoding PDEs and tested their association in a study of MDD cases and matched controls. We also tested the secondary hypothesis that PDE genes are associated with antidepressant treatment response.
Results
Cleaning and Filtering Steps. Quality control. The distribution of SNPs and genes across the chromosome after quality control can be seen in Table 1 . In summary, 159 SNPs (80%) passed 7͞7 plates; 15 (7%) passed 6͞7 plates; 2 (1%) passed 5͞7 plates; and 24 (12%) passed Ͻ5͞7 plates. Most (92.6%) of the quality control duplicates matched. We eliminated 2.3% of observations, because they had missing data. Of our original dataset, 87.5% remained after this step. Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE). We examined HWE in control and depressed groups separately. We excluded 18 SNPs that were not in HWE in the control group; we also excluded 5 SNPs that were monoallelic in at least one of the groups. After quality control and HWE steps, 153 SNPs remained for linkage disequilibrium (LD) analyses. LD. We assessed LD in each gene for control and depressed groups separately. We removed 75 of the 153 SNPs from further analysis, because they were in LD with an r 2 of Ն80% with other SNPs within a specific gene. Fig. 1 illustrates the typical LD and haplotype block structure that were obtained.
Data on 78 SNPs (of the initial 200) were used for further data analyses after quality control steps. The density of SNPs per PDE family and class was as follows: 10.7 SNPs per family of cAMPspecific PDEs, 6.6 SNPs per family of dual substrate (cAMP and cGMP) PDEs, and 4.3 SNPs per family of cGMP-specific PDE.
Haplotype Analyses. The Four Gamete Rule formed three haplotype blocks in MDD and control groups for the PDE11A gene. In the control group, the first block was defined by four haplotype-tagging SNPs (htSNPs; rs1465831, rs3770034, rs1561320, and rs1370656), whereas in the MDD group, one additional htSNP was necessary to define it (rs1866212; Fig. 1 ). Haplotype blocks two and three were defined each by two * in haplotype GAACC denotes significant association to a diagnosis of major depression (P Ͻ 0.0001).
htSNPs (rs1370661, rs2037757 and rs1880916, rs744397, respectively).
SNP Association with MDD. Two SNPs (rs729861 in PDE9A and rs3770018 in PDE11A) were significant at the Bonferroni corrected significance level of Ͻ0.0006 for the test between control and depressed groups ( Table 2) .
Seven other SNPs had a P value Յ0.05. Those SNPs were located in four genes: PDE2A (rs376724), PDE5A (rs3775845), PDE6C (rs650058, rs701865), and PDE10A (rs220818, rs676389, and rs717602). The presence of multiple independent signals in PDE6C and PDE10A further strengthens the likelihood of an association with MDD. Table 2 shows genotype frequencies for significant SNPs in the depressed and control groups. The odds ratio for being depressed was 2.1 [95% confidence interval (C.I.) 1.3-3.3] for individuals homozygous (AA) for the major allele for rs3770018 in the PDE11A gene and 0.6 (95% C.I. 0.4-0.8) for individuals homozygous (TT) for the major allele for rs729861 in the PDE9A gene. An odds ratio of 1.4 indicates that a person with the minor allele is 40% more likely to be in the depressed group than not. Likewise, an odds ratio of 0.5 indicates that a person is half as likely to be depressed as not.
SNP Association with Antidepressant Response. Two SNPs in the PDE family had a P value Ͻ0.05 when tested for association with attaining remitter and nonremitter status within the entire depressed group treated with either desipramine or fluoxetine (Table 3) . They were located in the PDE1A (rs1549870) and PDE11A (rs1880916) genes. The odds ratio for attaining remitter status was 4.6 (95% C.I. 1.6-13.6) for individuals homozygous (G͞G) for the major allele for rs1880916 in the PDE1A gene and 3.2 (95% C.I. 1.2722-8.0092) for individuals heterozygous (A͞G) for rs1880916 in the PDE11A gene.
Although each group was small, we also analyzed antidepressant response by drug and found that different SNPs and genes were associated with attaining remitter status in fluoxetine and desipramine treatment groups.
Fluoxetine Treatment. Five SNPs located in four genes were associated with remission during fluoxetine treatment (Table 3) . SNPs in PDE1A (rs1549870), PDE6A (rs2544934), PDE8B (rs884162), and PDE11A (rs1880916 and rs3770018) had a difference in allele frequency with a P value Յ0.05 for remitters and nonremitters within the subjects treated with fluoxetine. Both SNPs associated with remission in the entire depression group were also associated with remission in the fluoxetinetreated subjects. The odds ratio for remission in the fluoxetine treatment for rs1549870 was 8.8 (1.7118-45.2382) for the major genotype; for rs1880916, 5.12 (95% C.I. 1.0602-24.738) for the heterozygous genotype; and for rs2544934, 4.4 (95% C.I. 1.1608-17.0161) for the heterozygous genotype. These confidence intervals are wide, and these results await confirmation in larger samples.
Desipramine Treatment. Two SNPs were associated with remission during desipramine treatment (Table 3 ). These SNPs Haplotype Association with MDD. In the PDE11A gene, haplotype GAACC in block 1 ( Fig. 1 ) was found to be significantly associated with a diagnosis of depression (P Ͻ 0.0001). The frequency of haplotype GAACC in the depressed group was 4.1%, and it was not present in the control group. No haplotype was found to be significantly associated with response to antidepressants.
Discussion
We found that SNPs in PDE genes are associated with MDD and antidepressant treatment response. PDEs constitute a complex family of enzymes that are essential regulators of intracellular cyclic nucleotide signaling, which have a central role in neuronal signal transduction. Through a series of rigorous processes of data cleaning, filtering steps, and analyses, we have identified two SNPs (in PDE9A and -11A genes) associated with a diagnosis of MDD and two other SNPs (in PDE1A and -11A genes) associated with treatment response. Interestingly, the PDE11A gene was associated both with drug response and depression, but different SNPs were associated with diagnosis and drug response. Almost all of the PDEs that we identified as relevant for disease or drug response catalyze cGMP; only one gene (PDE8B) identified in our study is a cAMP-specific PDE gene.
Association with MDD. Two SNPs in the PDE gene family have significantly different allele frequencies between control and depressed groups. Those SNPs were located in PDE9A and -11A genes ( Table 2) . PDE9A belongs to the class of cGMP-specific enzymes, and PDE11A catalyzes both cAMP and cGMP. Our data also indicate that two other members of the cGMP-specific enzymes (PDE5A and -6C) and two other members of the dual substrate (cAMP and cGMP) class of PDEs (PDE2A and -10A; refs. 14, 18, and 19) are likely to be associated with MDD. Intriguingly, five of six of these PDEs (PDE2A, -5A, -6C, -10A, and -11A) are classified as GAF-PDEs (GAF, cGMP-binding and stimulated phosphodiesterase, Anabaena adenylate cyclases, and Escherichia coli Fh1A; ref. 36). High amino acid sequence similarity (42-51%) is found in the catalytic region of GAF-PDEs, and catalytic domain phylogenic tree analysis of human PDEs demonstrates evolutionary relatedness among the GAF-PDE family and suggests that these genes have a common ancestor gene. Our findings are further supported by haplotype analyses of PDE11A, which showed that haplotype GAACC in block 1 is significantly associated with a diagnosis of MDD (P Ͻ 0.0001; Fig. 1 ).
Association with Drug Response. Two SNPs (rs30585 in PDE1A and rs992185 in PDE11A) have significantly different allele frequencies between remitters and nonremitters within the entire depressed group. PDE1A and -11A hydrolyze cAMP and cGMP (14, 18, 19) . Individuals who have the G͞G genotype for rs30585 or the A͞G genotype for rs992185 are, respectively, 4.6 and 3.2 times more likely to attain remission in our sample. These two SNPs also have significantly different allele frequencies between remitters and nonremitters within the fluoxetine group but not within the desipramine group (Table 3) . Different SNPs and genes were significantly associated with remitters and nonremitters in fluoxetine-and desipramine-treated patients. Three additional SNPs (rs2544934 in PDE6A, rs884162 in PDE8B, and rs3770018 in PDE11A) were also significantly associated with drug response in the fluoxetine group. Genes associated with response to fluoxetine are located in two chromosomal regions, 2q31-32 and 5q14-31. Two SNPs (rs30585 and rs992185) in the PDE1C gene were associated with treatment response in the desipramine group.
Potential CNS Role of Significant Genes. Many PDEs are expressed in high concentrations in the brain; their differential expression and subcellular compartmentalization are very suggestive that they are important in fine-tuning neuronal activity and controlling distinct physiological processes and signaling pathways. The CNS roles for many PDEs remain elusive. Of all significant genes identified in our study, only PDE9A has a known potential role in CNS; it is relevant to cognition and neurodegeneration (22) . Interestingly, all of the PDE genes that we have identified as likely to be associated with MDD have potential roles in the CNS (22): cognition and neurodegeneration (PDE2A), cognition and depression (PDE5A), retinal degeneration (PDE6C), and Huntington's disease (PDE10A; refs. 37 and 38).
Conclusions
Our data indicate that PDE genes that modulate intracellular levels of cGMP are the predominant class of PDE associated with the diagnosis and treatment outcome of major depression. All but one PDE gene (PDE8B is cAMP-specific) we identified were either cGMP-specific or dual-substrate enzymes. The cAMP-specific PDE8B, which is high-affinity and rolipraminsensitive, was associated with treatment response in our fluoxetine-treated group, but surprisingly none of the SNPs we examined in cAMP-specific PDE genes were significantly associated with diagnosis, even though in our study, SNP density was higher for that class of PDE genes.
Unexpectedly, we found that polymorphisms in the PDE11A gene are significantly associated with the diagnosis of MDD and treatment response, which strongly suggests the involvement of this enzyme in the biology of depression. PDE11, the newest member of the mammalian PDE family, was characterized 6 years ago (9) . This family has a single gene (PDE11A) that has four splicing variants (PDE11A1-A4). The expression and function of this gene are not well understood, but it appears to have a role in spermatogenesis (39); however, no potential CNS role had been previously contemplated for PDE11 (22) . PDE11A is phylogenetically related to GAF-containing PDEs: PDE2, -5, -6, and -10; it closely resembles PDE5 by sequence (50% identity and 70% similarity in the catalytic domain) and is located in chromosome 2q31-32 (for a recent review, refer to ref. 40) . Thus, our data support the involvement of chr 2q31-32 in the susceptibility for MDD and in antidepressant response.
Pharmacological and genetic studies have indicated that cGMP could be the central mediator of the effects NO͞cGMP in several brain regions (41) (42) (43) . cGMP has several target proteins, including cGMP-regulated cation channels and cGMPdependent PKs. Two cGMP-PK genes (types 1 and 2) that have been described in mammals are widely distributed in the brain (42, 44) . cGMP has been implicated in neuronal maturation (45) (46) (47) , directional guidance of growth cones (48) (49) (50) , and learning and memory tasks (51) (52) (53) . Recently, Horvath et al. (54) described inactivating mutations of the PDE11A gene in a condition predisposing to the development of adrenocortical hyperplasia leading to Cushing syndrome.
Further studies are necessary to establish whether polymorphisms in PDE2A, -5A, -6C, and -10A genes contribute to susceptibility to MDD. Our studies have not exhaustively examined the involvement of PDE polymorphisms in MDD or antidepressant treatment response; therefore, we cannot reject the role of any PDE gene in the genetic or pharmacogenetic of MDD. The contributions of other SNPs in the PDE family of genes should also be further scrutinized, especially in the PDE4 gene family, because PDE4D-regulated cAMP signaling may play a role in the pathophysiology and pharmacotherapy of depression (24, 25) . Although we examined 17 SNPs in this gene of the PDE4 family, we have not found an association with diagnosis of MDD or drug response. Regretfully, the limited size of our sample does not permit us to comprehensively explore and detect the likely gene-gene interactions within the PDE family. Such interactions are present if an allele or SNP in one gene influences the effect of a SNP in a second gene. In a larger sample, such explorations could be conducted statistically by using stepwise logistic regression models that include effects for the SNPs within individual genes along with their interactions. In addition to detecting interactions among the SNPs already identified as significant, these analyses might also reveal SNPs within genes that play only interactive roles and thus have not yet been detected as significant.
This study identifies a potential CNS function for the PDE11 family, specifically the susceptibility for major depression and antidepressant drug response. Our results support the need for large-scale comprehensive studies focused on the role of PDE genes on the susceptibility to major depression and antidepressant treatment response. These findings suggest that drugs targeted to affect PDE function, particularly cGMP-related PDEs, could represent a new treatment strategy for major depression and should therefore be tested.
Methods
Study Population. The study population consisted of 284 depressed subjects enrolled in a pharmacogenetic study of antidepressant treatment response to desipramine or fluoxetine. We also studied 331 age-and sex-matched control subjects recruited from the same Mexican-American community in Los Angeles and studied by the same bilingual clinical research team at the Center for Pharmacogenomics and Clinical Pharmacology at the University of California, Los Angeles (55). Controls were in general good health but were not screened for medical or psychiatric illness. All patients were Mexican-American men and women aged 21-68 years, with a current episode of major depression as diagnosed by DSM-IV (56) . In this study, all Mexican-American subjects had at least three grandparents born in Mexico (57) . We used diagnostic and ratings instruments that have been fully validated in English and Spanish, and all assessments were conducted in the subjects' primary language.
Inclusion criteria included DSM-IV diagnosis of a current unipolar major depressive episode, with a 21-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (58) score of Ն18 with item number 1 (depressed mood) rated Ն2. There was no anxiety threshold for inclusion. Subjects with any primary axis I disorder other than MDD (e.g., dementia, psychotic illness, bipolar disorder, and adjustment disorder), electroconvulsive therapy in the last 6 mo, or previous lack of response to desipramine or fluoxetine were excluded. Because anxiety can be a manifestation of depression, patients who met criteria for depression and also anxiety disorders were not excluded. Exclusion criteria included active medical illnesses that could be etiologically related to the ongoing depressive episode (e.g., untreated hypothyroidism, cardiovascular incident within the past 6 mo, uncontrolled hypertension, or diabetes), current active suicidal ideation with a plan and strong intent, pregnancy, lactation, current use of medications with significant CNS activity that interferes with electroencephalogram activity (e.g., benzodiazepines) or any other antidepressant treatment within the 2 wk before enrollment, illicit drug use and͞or alcohol abuse in the last 3 mo, or current enrollment in psychotherapy.
All patients had an initial comprehensive psychiatric and medical assessment and, if enrolled, had 9 wk of structured followup assessments. The study consists of two phases: a 1-wk single-blind placebo lead-in phase to minimize the impact of placebo responders followed, if subjects continue to meet the inclusion criteria after phase 1, by random assignment to one of the two treatment groups: fluoxetine 10-40 mg͞day or desipramine 50-200 mg͞day, administered in a double-blind manner for 8 wk, with blind dose escalation based on clinical outcomes. In the depressed group, 230 subjects received treatment in our double-blind clinical trial. Of those, 122 patients were treated with desipramine [83 female (F), 39 male (M)], and 108 were treated with fluoxetine (71F, 37M). Sixty-nine patients treated with desipramine (45F, 24M), and 72 treated with fluoxetine (52F, 20M) completed our 8-wk treatment with weekly data collection.
Genomic DNA Collection. At the initial visit, blood samples were collected into EDTA (K 2 EDTA) BD Vacutainer EDTA tubes (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ), and genomic DNA was isolated by using Gentra Puregene DNA purification kits (Gentra Systems, Indianapolis, IN).
Antidepressant Treatment Response. Our primary clinical outcome measure within the depressed group receiving antidepressant treatment was the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D21). Treatment response was classified into two categories, remission and nonremission status, based on the final (week 8) HAM-D21 score. Remission was defined as having a final HAM-D21 score of Ͻ8.
SNP Genotyping Methods. SNPs were selected from 21 of the 25 genes in the PDE family, located across 14 chromosomes. We selected an average of 10 intragenic SNPs per gene from dbSNP (build 121). SNP assays were designed and typed with the Golden Gate assay as part of a 1,536 multiplex reaction (59) . DNAs with poor results (50% GC score Ͻ0.65) were removed as well as loci with a low clustering score (Ͻ0.3). The threshold for retaining individual genotype calls was set to a Genecall score of 0.25.
Cleaning and Filtering
Steps. SNP quality control. Our data analysis plan included a series of data cleaning steps followed by a series of filtering steps to identify a list of significantly associated SNPs. Only data generated by SNP assays that were successfully genotyped on at least 80% of samples were included. Data quality was assessed by duplicate DNAs (n ϭ 26) across all plates. Genotypes from nonmatching duplicates were dropped; they were also dropped if they had one missing data point. HWE. We used the HWE equation (p 2 ϩ 2pq ϩ q 2 ϭ 1; p is the frequency of the dominant allele, and q is the frequency of the recessive allele for a trait controlled by a pair of alleles) to determine the probable genotype frequencies in our study populations. Deviation from HWE was tested separately for the control and depressed groups by using the ALLELE procedure in SAS͞Genetics 9.1.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). PROC ALLELE uses the notation and methods described by Weir (60) . SNPs that were not in HWE in the control group (P Ͻ 0.05) and SNPs that were monoallelic in both groups were excluded. LD among SNPs. Pairwise LD was calculated within each gene for all SNPs that passed quality control measures by using the r 2 measure. An r 2 cutoff of Ն80% was used to remove redundant SNPs from the analysis (Fig. 1) . The Four Gamete Rule was used to identify haplotype blocks. This method of haplotype block definition assumes no recombination within a block but does allow for recombination between blocks (61). LD measures were assessed by using Haploview, Version 3.2 (ref. 62 ; Broad Institute, Cambridge, MA).
Haplotype Analyses. Haplotype block analyses and haplotype population frequency estimation were performed by using Haploview, Version 3.2 (Broad Institute) and by applying the Four Gamete Rule (61) . Blocks are formed by consecutive markers where only three gametes are observed. Analyses were initially performed for depressed and control groups separately. Further haplotype anal-yses were conducted with the depressed and control groups combined to test whether a certain haplotype was associated with a diagnosis of depression. htSNPs were defined in Haploview by using aggressive tagging (two-and three-marker haplotypes). This method selects a minimal set of markers where all other alleles to be captured are correlated (r 2 Ն 0.8) with a marker in that set. Then, the use of multimarker tests expands the set and includes additional markers that capture alleles not otherwise captured in the initial pairwise tagging. All haplotypes Ͼ0% were examined, and nontagging SNPs within haplotype blocks were omitted from the final analyses and figures (Fig. 1 Inset) .
Statistical Analyses. SNP Analyses. Allele, genotype and allelic trend association tests were performed by using PROC CASE CONTROL in SAS͞Genetics 9.1.3 (SAS Institute). PROC CASE CONTROL is designed to test for differences in frequency of marker data when random samples are available from populations affected and unaffected by disease and is based on case-control tests for biallelic markers described by P. D. Sasieni (63) . The following criteria were used to identify a list of SNPs statistically associated with a diagnoses of depression: (i) SNPs were in HWE in the control group; (ii) the minor allele frequency in the control group was Ն5%; and (iii) multiple testing was corrected by using Bonferroni correction, which set the significance level at P value Յ0.0006 for tests between control and depressed groups. We tested our secondary hypothesis using similar criteria to identify a list of SNPs associated with treatment response: (i) SNPs were in HWE in the control group; (ii) the minor allele frequency in the control group was Ն5%; (iii) P value Յ0.05 for allele test between remitter and nonremitter groups was used. Because of the small sample size, this part of the analyses is preliminary. Odds ratios. We compared the odds of having depression given the homozygous major, homozygous minor, or heterozygous genotype for SNPs associated with diagnoses of depression. Similarly, we compared the odds of attaining remission given the homozygous major, homozygous minor, or heterozygous genotype for SNPs associated with treatment response. Odds ratios were calculated by using PROC FREQ in SAS͞Genetics 9.1.3 (SAS Institute.
